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Dear Parents and Carers,  
 
We hope you have had a lovely half term and have been able to make the most of some sunshine.  We are very 
excited to start our final term in Reception and explore our wonderful St Werburgh’s community together.  We 
have attached a curriculum map, showing you some of the provision we will be offering until the end of term.  If 
you have any questions or would like more explanation then please ask.  
 
This term we are looking at journeys and, especially journeys around our local area of St Werburgh’s. We will 
celebrate what is special about our local community and get to know some local landmarks. This will start with 
a local walk in week 1 and finish with a trip to the city farm, following maps we make ourselves.   
  
P.E will be on a Tuesday this term. The children will be learning to play tennis with our specialist sports teacher 
at Bristol Sport. The children will continue to remove shoes and socks therefore PE kit is not required. The 
children will also be involved in our school sports day, which will unfortunately not include an invite to parents 
and carers this year, but will still be a very special event for them to enjoy.  
 
Our key texts this term are ‘The Naughty Bus’ and ‘The Snail and the Whale’, as well as a range of books from 
Oliver Jeffers, our author of the term. We will be exploring our theme of transport and journeys through the 
texts and building our own large scale map of the area.  To make this we will be needing lots of resources for 
modelling, so if you have any spare recycling please bring it in as well as any fabric you may have. 
 
The Artist of the Term is celebrating local artists.  We will be looking at the work of artists who live and work in 
our area, including some parents at the school.  If you are an artist and would be willing to share some of your 
work with the children please let us know.  
 
As always, we are celebrating a love of reading and reading for pleasure. We will continue to visit the library 
bus regularly and are always very happy to share children’s favourite books in school.  Please continue to bring 
in book bags each day and write a small note in their reading records each time you read together at home.  
 
We feel very lucky to have parents volunteering to come in and read with the children, any support is much 
appreciated. 
 
If you have any questions please do not hesitate to email us directly on 
raegan.kawonza@stwerburghsprimary.com  
or 
sarah.holyoak@stwerburghsprimary.com 
 
Thank you as always for your continued support. 
 
  
 
The Reception Team 
 
 

Together Towards Excellence 
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